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Abstract
Backgound: Lung cancer is the most common cause of cancer death worldwide. Every year in the world more people dies from
lung cancer. Approximately 300 people in the Montenegro are diagnosed with lung cancer each year . Success in the treatment
can be achieved by implementing screening programs.
Material and methods and rezults : From November 2013 through November 2014, a total of 120 asymptomatic men and
women older than 50 with at least a 20 pack-year history of smoking were randomly assigned to undergo LDCT lung cancer
screening. In 26% (32 individuals), one or more pulmonary nodules were detected. In our study low dose CT found asymptomatic
lung cancer in 3.3% of scanned patients at one year into our study. We ordered biopsy for four nodules with malignant characteristic
The rest of the nodules showed no enlargement during a follow-up period of 24 months and were presumed non-malignant.
Conclusion: In the current study, low-dose spiral CT was feasible for depicting small lung cancers by using a simple algorithm
based on the size and attenuation of detected nodules to guide invasive
Keywords: pulmonay neoplasms, CT, screening program.

Introduction

accepted as a screening method. Because dose reduction at CT
does not substantially decrease sensitivity for small pulmonary
Lung cancer is the second common cause of cancer incidence
nodules, low-radiation-dose CT should depict more tumors than
worldwide in both sexes and accounts 20% of all cancer deaths.
does chest radiography, potentially improving the early
The major risk factor is cigarette smoking which is implicated in
detection and prognosis of lung cancer (3).
90% of cases and increase the risk of lung cancer 20-30 times.
The objective of this study is to describe the low-dose CT
In Montenegro, lung cancer is by far the most common cause
(LDCT) screening process, the diagnosis and results of the initial
of death from malignant tumors. According to official data from
round of LDCT lung cancer screening and also to compare results
the Institute of Public Health of Montenegro, during the period
of this study to similar studies in Europe and worldwide (4),(5).
from 2007- 2010 lung cancer was the cause of death in 40 % of
all male cancer deaths, and approximately 300 people in the Materials and methods
Montenegro are diagnosed with lung cancer each year (1).
In LDCT lung screening we randomly assigned asymptomatic
Every year in the world more people dies from lung cancer men and women older than 50 with at least a 20 pack-year
than from other, more frequent malignancies together breast, history of smoking.
prostate and colon carcinoma. The reason is provided with early
The screening was performed on a 64 slice CT scanner,
screening programs.
without IV contrast enhancement, 80 kVp, 33 mAs, pitch 2:1,
In the last 30 years there was no significant reduction in data reconstructed into 6 mm transaxial slices, tube rotation
mortality from lung cancer and it is considered to be due to 0.8 sec, filter B50. Average Dose index was calculated at 0.93
inadequate screening protocols.
mGy. (larger patients received more.) We used a simple
Lung cancer is usually asymptomatic or symptoms are not algorithm based on the size and attenuation of detected nodules
characteristic, so disease usually discovered in late stadium to guide the diagnostic work-up. Screening results were
when therapeutic treatments are limited and prognosis classified as either positive or negative. We regarded all
noncalcified pulmonary nodules greater than 4 mm in diameter
therefore poor.
as a positive result.
Early detection of lung cancer significantly affects the
Homogeneously calcified nodules were regarded as benign
percentage of five-year survival; in the early stages of T1 is about
and were not followed up with low-dose CT (negative test
80%, whereas in advanced stage T4 about 10% (2).
result).
X ray has a low sensitivity in the detection of lung cancer (15%).
For noncalcified pulmonary nodules of 10 mm or smaller,
CT examination in lung cancer screening has a high sensitivity, repeat low-dose CT was recommended for follow-up at 3, 6, 12,
but also has a large radiation dose, which is why it can’t be and 24 months to exclude growth.
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There is increasing evidence that low dose lung cancer
Nodules larger than 10 mm were considered potentially
malignant; however, it was decided individually whether the screening benefits outweigh the risks at this time for selected
lesion was more likely to be benign or malignant on the basis of patient groups (9),(10).
its morphology (eg, shape, good or poor definition, or smooth
Low-dose CT can greatly improve the likelihood of detection
or irregular margination) and associated findings (eg, calcified
of small non-calcified nodules, and thus of lung cancer at an
hilar or mediastinal lymph nodes).
earlier and potentially more curable stage (11),(12),(13).

Results
From November 2013 through November 2014, a total of 120
asymptomatic men and women older than 50 with at least a 20
pack-year history of smoking were randomly assigned to
undergo LDCT lung cancer screening.
Of the 120 individuals that we had the study, 53 were men
and 47 were women. The median age was 60 years. The median
period tobacco consumption was 34 years.
In 26% (32 individuals), one or more pulmonary nodules were
detected. 42 noncalcified pulmonary nodules of 4 mm or
greater were found. 20 individuals had solitary pulmonary
nodule and 12 individuals had more than 1 pulmonary nodules.

Limitations and potential harms is overdiagnosis and radiation
risk. Patients with false positive may undergo an invasive
diagnostic procedure, have surgical resection, be given a
diagnosis of lung cancer, and require multiple sequential followup studies. The risk of increased cancer incidence associated
with low-dose ionising radiation is an extremely controversial
topic (14). The mean effective dose delivered to subjects
participating to the ITALUNG trial of lung cancer screening who
underwent LDCT examinations and further investigations is very
low and about one-third of the effective dose that is associated
with natural background radiation and diagnostic radiology in
the same time period (15).

There is continued debate over the cost effectiveness of
screening, but it may be cost effective if limited to the study
We ordered biopsy for three nodules larger than 10mm with
population or selected subgroups of the study population.
malignant characteristic and for the one nodule smaller than
10mm, but with progression in size on control low dose CT after
In our study we confirm benefit of LDCT screening. We found
six months. Biopsy of 4 lesions revealed lung cancer in 4 lesions asymptomatic lung cancer in 3.3% higher than in the other
in 4 subjects. Two adenocarcinoma stage Ia, one squamocelular similar worldwide study. Also we didn’t have too many invasive
carcinoma stage Ib and 1 in advance stage III also procedures.
adenocarcinoma.
Modern modalities of CT data presentation or computer-aided
The rest of the nodules showed no enlargement during a diagnosis show promise for increasing sensitivity and decreasing
follow-up period of 24 months and were presumed non- reporting time.
malignant.
In conclusion, in the current study, low-dose spiral CT was
Also in 24% we found other pathology: coronary artery feasible for depicting small lung cancers by using a simple
calcificatiuon, mediastinal lymphadenopathy, focal liver lesion, algorithm based on the size and attenuation of detected nodules
kidney stone, breast lesion.
to guide invasive procedures.
In our study low dose CT found asymptomatic lung cancer in
3.3% of scanned patients at one year into our study. This is
higher compared to similar studies worldwide in whom the
asymptomatic lung cancer was found in 1,1%- 2,6% (3-6). Also
found was a comparatively higher proportion of malignancies
with an early tumor stage 75% (3 of 4).

Discussion

In the future, once there are better biomarkers and imaging
techniques to predict which individuals with a diagnosis of lung
cancer will have more or less aggressive disease, treatment
options can be optimized, and a mass screening program can
become more valuable.
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